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Abstract—We focus on the problem of efficiently integrating
wireless users in future Information-Centric Networks (ICN),
where communication is based on publish-subscribe primitives.
The current host-centric Internet paradigm is abandoned in
favor of information-oriented, rendezvous-based communication,
where multicast data delivery is the norm. However, Wi-Fi, the
predominant means of local wireless connectivity today, but also
3G and 4G technologies, are known to suffer from poor multicast
performance. Data destined to a broadcast or multicast address
are typically transmitted at lower rates to increase reliability for
clients with poor signal conditions, causing unfavorable delays for
high-rate users. One approach to this problem is to designate a
subset of the clients as relays who re-broadcast packets for other
clients at a higher rate. Given that different types of content
have different performance requirements, we exploit content-
awareness, inherent in our environment, to optimize for different
criteria on a per-content basis. For this purpose, we provide a
multi-objective optimization formulation for the problem of relay
selection and rate assignment, which can capture the tradeoff
among reliability, performance and energy cost.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have pushed towards “clean-slate”
information-centric Internet architectures. The current host
centric model is abandoned for an information-centric one,
where named data, instead of named hosts are the core of the
new communication paradigm.

This shift was motivated by the observation that the In-
ternet architecture has not changed fundamentally since its
inception, but user (stakeholder) behavior and application
demands have all dramatically changed. Much of the traffic
nowadays involves content dissemination via CDNs or proxies,
which mediate communication between content publishers and
consumers, placing focus on the information itself, rather than
on the communication endpoints. The same view is manifested
by the popularity of applications such as Bittorrent, where
one is not interested in who provides content, but in what
is exchanged. This way of thinking has given rise to clean-
slate internet designs which are based on information-centric
principles.

At the same time, with the low cost and high speed of
wireless technologies for the home network and the prolifera-
tion of mobile devices with wireless networking capabilities,
much of this information is delivered to users over wireless
links. In this work, we consider wireless content delivery over

an information-centric internetworking infrastructure, and, in
particular, explore ways to improve performance by means of
relaying.

Our work is put in the context of the Publish-Subscribe
Internet (PSI) architecture [1]. PSI approaches information-
centrism by applying the publish/subscribe principle at all
networking layers. The main PSI entities are publishers and
subscribers and their communication is brokered by special
rendezvous nodes. PSI and ICN in general has various advan-
tages and features such as built-in support for caching and
mobility [2], multihoming, multipath, and security [3].

The architecture makes few assumptions about the lower
communication layers. In particular, a basic expectation is
that at the PHY/MAC layer there is a broadcast protocol. An
example scenario involves subscribers receiving publications
of content availability and broadcasting their intent to receive
it. Also, much of the data (content) traffic is expected to be of
broadcast nature and the architecture can promote and enforce
this.

We focus on a particular networking scenario where sub-
scribers are attached to Wi-Fi Access Points (APs). (However,
the problems and the suggested approach of relaying is gen-
eral, applies to and has been suggested for most other wireless
technologies such as UMTS/3G, 4G/LTE-LTE Advanced etc.)
Multiple users within a Wi-Fi cell can subscribe for the same
content, which is eventually multicast to them. We incorporate
APs in the PSI architecture to make them be aware of the
traffic to and through them and so that they can distinguish
between publications, subscriptions and publication data.

Local broadcast and multicast, typical in a PSI world, work
well with a reliable Ethernet substrate. However, things are
quite different when publishers or subscribers are attached
to a Wi-Fi link. The fundamental problem is that IEEE
802.11 was not designed for scenarios where broadcast traffic
dominates [4]; the backoff window is never increased, since
there are no acknowledgements for broadcast packets, and
typically the transmission rate is lower compared to unicast
packets to achieve more reliable delivery for low-rate users.

In our target environment, multiple clients attached to an AP
subscribe for multiple content publications outside the Basic
Service Set (BSS). Publication data would be broadcast by the
AP and subscribers would receive them, with non-interested



clients simply ignoring them. Packets would be transmitted
by default at a low rate, irrespective of their content and
their subscribers. Instead, we propose that with awareness of
each packet’s content and intended recipients, we can smartly
pick specific high-rate clients to act as relays for other co-
subscribers whose connection with the AP is of worse quality.
Thus, instead of a single broadcast transmission at a low rate,
multiple broadcast transmissions of the same content at a
high rate will take place. If relay selection is careful, both
throughput and reliability advantages are possible.

A question that naturally emerges is whether content-
awareness can help us in achieving a more efficient (or more
flexible) relaying scheme. State-of-the-art relaying mecha-
nisms for Wi-Fi networks [5], [6] select relays solely based
on rate capabilities. Considering broadcast traffic, a selected
relay node would always re-broadcast packets to its neighbors,
whether or not these packets are of interest to them. We argue
that by exploiting content-awareness, we can achieve better
performance by building per-content relay schedules and even
save energy by selectively putting clients in power-save mode
when appropriate (e.g., when data they have not subscribed
for are multicasted)1.

To address the potentially conflicting requirements that
different types of content have, we provide a multi-objective
optimization framework which can be used by relay and rate
selection algorithms to optimize for reliability, performance or
energy consumption on a per-content basis.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section II we provide
a review of related works and background information on the
PSI architecture. We present our design towards relay-based
data delivery in a wireless ICN environment in Section III, and
propose a multi-objective optimization framework for relay
selection and transmission rate assignment for this design in
Section IV. We discuss ongoing and future work and conclude
the paper in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

A. State of the art

Since performance anomalies emerge in IEEE 802.11 net-
works when there are stations which use low rates [7], solu-
tions that opportunistically exploit specific clients as repeaters
to reduce low-rate transmissions have been proposed. Bahl et
al. [5] design and implement SoftRepeater, a Wi-Fi-compatible
software solution where high-rate stations behave as repeaters
for low-rate ones when it is beneficial to do so.

A system which addresses multicast traffic and also focuses
on smart relay selection is PeerCast [6]. PeerCast handles
multicast packets in batches; the first packets of each batch
are sent at varying rates and are simultaneously acknowledged
by clients upon reception. Since low-rate stations are not
expected to receive packets sent at high rates, the amount of

1A similar but less pronounced effect can be achieved in an IP world by
having APs understand and participate in IGMP (e.g., implement IGMP router
functionality). We consider here a non-IP world and focus on how to exploit
information identification/data naming (which is a key property/global require-
ment in ICN), which brings these features at the heart of the architecture.

acknowledgements (and, thus, the received power detected at
the AP) increases as the transmission rate decreases. After
each batch, clients serially send a report on the packets
successfully received and these reports are overheard by other
stations. These mechanisms help the AP decide which clients
should act as relays. It therefore appears that PeerCast selects
relays based on rate criteria. On the contrary, our design
aims to explore alternative relay selection objectives and, in
particular, put information-centrism and content-awareness at
the center: Relay plans can be built per publication and dif-
ferent optimization criteria can be applied taking information
semantics into consideration.

We focus on the integration of wireless users in PSI,
a clean-slate, purely information-centric architecture for the
Future Internet based on the application of the publish-
subscribe primitives throughout the “networking stack.” In this
information-centric networking scenario, multicast is the norm.
Since delivery of such traffic can be problematic in modern
wireless networks (with physical layers that optimize and ex-
ploit point-to-point delivery through various means, including
directionality, array antennas, MIMO etc.), we study how to
exploit content-awareness to facilitate efficient multicasting in
a setting where content subscribers connect to the pub/sub
Internet over wireless links. A brief description of the PSI
architecture and its principles are given in Section II-B. More
details are available in [1], [2], [8], and the deliverables of the
PSIRP [9] and PURSUIT [10] projects.

Other projects with similar motivation also exist. CCN [11]/
NDN [12] is a research effort that also aims to design an
information-centric Internet. In CCN/NDN, routing is based on
hierarchical naming. Consumers broadcast interest packets that
contain the name of the content in request and data packets
whose content name is a suffix of the name in the interest
packet are assumed to satisfy this interest. 4WARD [13] and
SAIL [14], other related ICN EU-funded projects, aim at
allowing various types of networks to coexist and cooperate
in a smooth and cost-efficient manner.

B. The PSI architecture

1) Information identification and scoping: In PSI, informa-
tion items are identified by statistically unique labels, which
are used to match subscriptions with publications (rendezvous
function). Such labels are called Rendezvous Identifiers (RId).
Identifiers are flat and endpoint-independent, since, in an
information-centric networking environment, the basic design
premise is that location is decoupled from identity.

Information is organized in a hierarchy of scopes and any
information item is also identified by a Scope Identifier (SId),
a flat and endpoint-independent label (as is the case for
RIds). A scope is a classification of information in groups
with similar semantics, visibility properties, etc. Information
is always published under (at least) one scope, which is set
by the publisher.

2) Core functions: PSI design follows a recursive approach.
Each layer implements a set of core functions, utilizing the
same core functions of the lower layers. These functions are



Rendezvous, Topology management and Forwarding (RTF).
Network composition is performed recursively: RTF is im-
plemented per scope, first locally, then at the LAN level, at
the WAN level, and so forth.

The Rendezvous function is responsible for matching pub-
lications with subscriptions. The node where the matching of
a publisher’s content with a subscriber’s interest takes place is
referred to as the rendezvous point (RP). RPs initiate routing,
forwarding, and distribution decisions, eventually leading to
the delivery of the content from publishers to subscribers.

The Topology function monitors the network topology,
detects changes and is responsible for creating information
delivery paths. Upon a successful publication-subscription
match, the rendezvous component can request forwarding
information from this module. Policies and specific dissemi-
nation strategies can be put in effect by the Topology function
to build delivery structures.

The Forwarding function implements information forward-
ing through the paths dictated by the Topology modules.
Forwarding is implemented using the LIPSIN approach [15]:
Each link is assigned a forwarding identifier (FId) and the
topology module builds a delivery tree which includes such
FIds. FIds are encoded in a Bloom filter (zFilter, in the LIPSIN
terminology) which is placed in the header of each individual
packet. The forwarding module of each node, upon receiving
a packet, ORs each of its outgoing link IDs with the zFilter to
decide where to forward the packet to. This approach naturally
supports multicast.

III. RELAY-BASED DATA DELIVERY

A. Requirements

In the scheme that we propose, there are two basic require-
ments for each AP:

• Awareness of the content each of its clients has subscribed
for.

• Knowledge about the rates at which clients are capable
of communicating with the AP and with each other.

With the above information in place, the AP can come up with
an efficient relaying schedule so that low rate transmissions
within its cell are minimized. We show how the above infor-
mation can be collected, managed and applied for efficiently
planning relay transmissions.

B. Construction of a rate graph

The AP is responsible for maintaining a BSS-wide Rate
Graph (RG) which encodes the rate capabilities between pairs
of nodes. We define the rate graph RG = (V,E) as the set of
vertices V = v1, v2, ..., vn which correspond to BSS nodes
(AP and clients) and edges E between these vertices. An
edge (vi, vj) ∈ E iff nodes vi and vj can communicate at
any of the available set of rates. The weight of this edge is
the maximum rate at which the two nodes can communicate.
An example WLAN topology and the corresponding RG are
shown in Fig. 1. Stations B and C are “close” to the AP and
the latter can communicate with them at a high rate (e.g.,
54Mbps for IEEE 802.11g), while a lower rate should be used

to transmit packets to nodes D and E. Still, there are clients
which are capable of transmitting packets to D and E at a
high rate (C and B respectively) and could be exploited to
relay packets to them on behalf of the AP.

Fig. 1. Example WLAN topology and the respective rate graph. For
presentation clarity we do not show the communication ranges of clients.

We assume for the moment that subscription traffic is up-
stream and publication and data traffic is downstream. Clients
periodically monitor the channel and when they detect a
subscription message, they record the signal power of the sub-
scription and the identity (e.g., MAC address) of the sender. At
the same time, they overhear downstream messages from the
AP (beacon frames, publications, publication data). After the
monitoring period ends, each client submits < ID, SNR >
tuples to the AP at a low rate.

The AP adds edges to the RG based on the reported
SNR values, which are mapped to achievable transmission
rates. This implies that our rate graph construction scheme
is approximate. Measurement studies [16], [17] have shown
that physical layer metrics are not always good estimators of
delivery probability and, in turn, achievable rates. However,
correlation exists and such an approach serves reasonably as
a starting point [5].

Also, it should be noted that we assume a certain degree
of symmetry; if we estimate that node B can transmit to A
at rate ri based on the SNR of packets intercepted by node
A, we assume that the same rate can be achieved for B → A
transmissions.

C. Maintenance of per-client subscription state

The AP keeps state regarding the content each station has
subscribed for. This information will be used when coming
up with a transmission/relay plan. Recall that, in the scenario
we study, the AP is the first to receive content subscriptions
before they are further propagated to the information-centric
network. Conversely, it broadcasts publications and delivers
content within its BSS. By inspecting this traffic, it maintains
a m× n table, where m is the number of stations associated



with it and n the number of publications that it has broadcast
to its Wi-Fi cell. A table cell is marked if the respective client
has subscribed for the respective publication.

D. Selecting relays

The Rate Graph and the subscription table are the input
to a relay scheduling algorithm for multicasting content to
interested stations. This algorithm is executed per publication.
Namely, a different relay plan is picked based on the set
of interested parties per information item. After selecting a
number of relays and the respective transmission rates, the
sequence of transmissions is decided and the schedule is
broadcast by the AP at a low rate. When a client receives
the relay schedule, it maintains state about the rate at which it
is required to re-broadcast the data it has received. Since relay
selection is per publication, a node may at the same time serve
as a relay for a subset of the publications it has subscribed for
at different rates each. The relay selection algorithm can be
executed periodically or when changes are detected in the rate
graph or the subscription table.

E. Managing content requirements

Based on the nature of the requested content, different
objectives should be attained. These objectives can be con-
flicting. For example, reliable delivery may require low-rate
transmissions to maximize the number of nodes receiving the
content, while at the same time increasing delivery time for
specific users who are reachable at higher rates. Also, specific
constraints could be in place, such as minimum coverage re-
quirements or energy constraints for battery-powered devices.
The PSI architecture facilitates managing this information
using the scoping mechanism: Specific scopes can be defined,
each encoding the relative importance of reliability, delivery
time and energy cost for the content items belonging to it, as
well as the respective constraints.

IV. AN OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK FOR RELAY
SELECTION AND RATE ASSIGNMENT

A. Problem formulation

To cater for conflicting requirements for information de-
livery, we propose a framework for relay selection and rate
assignment which can optimize for different criteria on a case-
by-case basis, applying a multi-objective optimization problem
formulation. We introduce the following notation:

• R = {r1, r2, . . .} is the set of available rates. r1 = 0
denotes no transmission.

• A is the set of the k potential transmitters (AP and
potential relays).

• e(i) is the energy cost for the transmission of a content
item for node i.

• Si,r is the set of nodes reachable by node i when
transmitting at rate r.

The purpose of our scheme is to select a transmission plan
p = [a1 . . . ak], where ai ∈ R is the assigned rate for potential
transmitter i, considering the following optimization criteria
for data delivery.

Completion time: This is an expression of the time it takes
to deliver 1 bit under a specific transmission plan. With the
assumption that transmissions are carried out serially (i.e., no
simultaneous transmissions are possible), the completion time
under transmission plan p is given by:

T (p) =

k∑
i=1
ai>0

1

ai
. (1)

There are cases where we can sacrifice reliable delivery in
the interest of speed. Namely, we may be more interested in
serving a subset of the clients at the highest possible rate, even
if this would mean that others could suffer data losses. In this
case, low completion time should have more weight in the
relay selection process.
Reliability: Conversely, there are cases when reliable delivery
is the main objective. Our expression of reliability is the num-
ber of clients capable of receiving the transmitted information
under a specific transmission plan:

C(p) =

∣∣∣∣∣
k⋃

i=1

Si,ai

∣∣∣∣∣ . (2)

Energy cost: In typical WLAN settings, some of the clients are
on battery power. Selecting these devices as relays means that
their battery will be exhausted sooner. Thus, minimizing the
total energy cost, given by the following formula, is another
objective:

E(p) =

k∑
i=1

H(ai)e(i), (3)

where H(x) =

{
1 if x > 0

0 otherwise
. We use a simple model where

the energy cost for the transmission of a content item is
constant, irrespective of the rate or size of the item, therefore

e(i) =

{
c if node i is on battery power
0 otherwise

. (4)

Ideally, the system designer should aim to maximize relia-
bility, while minimizing completion time and energy cost. At
the same time, specific constraints may need to be satisfied.
For example, a minimum number of clients should receive
publications under a specific scope, while for another scope
it is possible that a deadline for the delivery of requested
information algorithm should be respected even at the expense
of not covering some clients (e.g., in the case of a real-time
multimedia streaming application). Also, energy constraints
could be defined. We formulate this optimization problem as
follows:

maximize
p

F (p) =

 C(p)
−T (p)
−E(p)


subject to C(p)− Cmin ≥ 0,

Tmax − T (p) ≥ 0,

Emax − E(p) ≥ 0.

(5)



Cmin denotes the minimum size of the set of covered clients,
Tmax is the maximum allowed completion time, and Emax is
the maximum allowed energy cost.

We define vector W = [wR wT wE ], where wR, wT , and
wE are the weights of the reliability, completion time and
energy cost objectives and wC + wT + wE = 1.

Since there is typically no solution which optimizes all
objectives simultaneously, a scalarization [18] approach can
be applied, where the multiple components of the objective
function are appropriately weighted and combined to a single
objective function, and a scalar optimization problem is solved
instead. The weight vector expresses the importance of each
criterion in the selection of the final solution among a set
of Pareto optimal2 solution vectors for the original problem.
Miettinen and Mäkelä [18] provide a thorough overview of
scalarization approaches.

A further issue is that the components of the objective
function have different units and orders of magnitude. The
functions thus need to be properly transformed via a normal-
ization process. Marler and Arora discuss and compare various
such function transformation methods [19].

B. Finding an optimal solution
Problems related to optimally selecting a set of relays to

rebroadcast messages have been shown to be NP-hard by
reduction to the minimum set covering problem [6], [20].

Given a specific weighting of the optimization criteria,
exhaustively searching the whole solution space and finding
the assignment that optimizes the objective function is pro-
hibitively expensive computationally, even for small problem
instances (e.g., for cells with few clients). Therefore, appro-
priate heuristics need to be put in effect. While the brute force
approach has a time complexity of O(|R|n), where n is the
number of WLAN nodes (clients and AP) and |R| = 9 for
IEEE 802.11g, in practical scenarios (i) the set of available
rates can be reduced (e.g., by allowing only a specific subset
of transmission rates, such as {0, 6, 54} Mbps), and (ii) the
size of the set of potential transmitters k could be fixed to
a small constant (e.g., allowing at most two relays). In this
case, the number of potential rate assignments to evaluate
is constant, and the complexity of the algorithm depends on
the complexity of evaluating the objective functions. (In our
formulation, this is polynomial, as the most costly operation
is the calculation of the set of covered users.) Experiments
with a relay selection algorithm based on our optimization
framework (not presented here due to lack of space) indicate
that these heuristics have both reasonable running time when
executed on top of typical off-the-shelf wireless equipment,
and derive solutions with improved performance compared to
default IEEE 802.11g multicast schemes.

V. CONCLUSION

In view of a future wireless information-centric networking
environment, we presented mechanisms that can fit well within

2A solution vector for the original problem is Pareto optimal iff it is not
possible to move from that point and improve at least one objective function
without negatively affecting any other objective function.

the context of the Publish-Subscribe Internet (PSI) architec-
ture, exploiting content-awareness for smart relay selection
in the wireless domain. Since different types of content may
have different requirements, we proposed a multi-objective
optimization framework for selecting optimal relaying strate-
gies, capturing the tradeoff between reliability, performance
and energy cost. Our ongoing and future work focuses on
designing relay selection algorithms with tolerable complexity
for realistic WLAN sizes, and on tackling the challenges of
implementing and integrating them with the PSI architecture
and prototype [8]. We further study practical use cases (such
as the dissemination of layered video content) which will
highlight the flexibility of our approach and will demonstrate
quantitatively the improvements it can bring about.
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